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2~fercIze is CSL 'e to correspoxlence betvzeen YOU and the COIUX~~W 

AZ4 dxlng Gprfl md .- "&y 1954 concerning the desirability of hyving 
Lt co: tldeJian analyze the Pacific fallout es he h&S done the hevada, 
This kJ,d been accomplished and five copies of the latest Ai?.DC report 
tc,etker pith a senorrcd\la to YOU fro3 Lt COl LUlejian are incloaec?, 

YOlrr coL;ents concerning th& inclosed report or memorandum wotid 
be a?;recla ted. 

If we csn be of any fiirther eervice to you in this matter feel 
fraa t3 call upon us at my tine, 

Eincerely, 

'F 
ROBXRT N. ISSZ= 
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MEZORAhDUfa! FWR DR. KJGER 

SUBJECT: (U) Radioactive Fallout 

1. In the inclosed report I have analyzed the fallout from the first 
shot of CASTLE Test Operation. I am amazed at the similarity of this-event 
with the fallout et Nevada. As a matter of fact, If the JANGLE - Fallout 
ldodel had been simply extrapolated to the CASTLE Bravo yield by a straight 
line extrapolation (where distance is proportional to the third power of 
the yield and fallout area is proportional to the two thirds power of the 
yield) then I'm sure that the CASTLE Bravo shot would not have been fired. 
This is because all Bikini Atoll islands and the islands of Rongerik, Ronge- 
lap, and Bikar are clearly in the fallout area even when such a simple 
extrapolation is used. This fact is further brought out by the fallout plot 
prepared by the CASTLE Rad Safe organization after the Bravo event utilizing 
the A:IDC method of el ximation indicated in ARDC Report C3-364l7 
and its supplement. 

2. A closer look at the actual Bravo fallout brings out the curious 
fact that as the yield is increased, and the height of burst is kept con- 
s&tint, the distribution of activity within the atomic cloud changes. For 
example, in the JANGLE - Surface shot, analysis of the fallout shows that 
approximately 40% of the activity resided in the mushroom and 40% in the 
stem. Zomever, analysis of CASTLE Bravo fallout sho?rs that approximately 
80% of the fallout comes from the stem. This leaves only 20% of the activity 
in the mushroom. Since it is assumed t'nat 10% of the activity is non- 
scavengable by the soil debris, this means that within 2d hours, 75% of the 
fallout is from the stem and only 5% from the mushroom. This curious 
shifting of the immediately scavengable activity from the mushroom to the 
stem ~~8s evident in the Yevada Shots. During TUId3LER/SXAPPER Test Operation, 
the average activity in the stem and mushroom was approximately 5% each. 
During UPSHOT/KROTHOLE Test Operation, 
increased to 10 or 15% but the 

however, the activity in the stem 
activity of the mushroom still re.mained at 5%. 

3. Another curious factor that really puzzles ae is the assumption 
made by many people that Bikini Atoll islands were contaminated by the up- 
wind and cross-wind components of the fallout from the first shot of CASTL 
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I cangot find any evidence of this. 
rection. 

Bikini Atoll was in the downwind di- $, 
3'hat contaminated the Bikini Islands was the downwind fallout 

which came from lO,OOO.ft to 20,000 ft above sea level. 
2 

in none of the subsequent barge shots, 
Curiously enough, u 

was ground zero or the lagoon or 
the immediate test area in the downwind path. I am afraid that this has % 
given rise to the tdsCO~ce?tion that barge(or water) surface shots are less: 
contaminating than land surface shots. I feel confident that if the first Q 
shotmof CAS'TLE were fired on the lagoon waters it would have severely con- 
ta,minated the Bikini Islands. The downaind contamination would have ex- 
tended further out and covered more area, but the time of fallout would 
have been delayed by a factor of 2. klthcugh a shift of wind is blamed 
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for the unexpected cont&mination of Rongelap ar?d Rong&ik, there is no 
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such FXC’~CP, mde for the Kinds ever 3ikini Atoll. __ _ It seem to ae that the 
excessAr :--e contarrination of Bikini itself could have been avoided had the 
simple fallout plot been more clearly understood dllring the first shot of 
C&TLE. ijpon post analysis, after all of the data was gathered and erel- 
uated, I tried to determine from the fallout plots just what was the dose 
re cefre5 by the Bongelap natives. I am ar;lEzed to find that the integrated 
48 hour dose of the Bongelap natives is over 300 roentgens. Some thought. 
should be given to the possibility that many of the natives did receive 
300 rceatg ens or higher within 48 hours and yet they did not show severe 
sy@o:TIs of radiation sickness, and to date there have been no reported 
cas+ties* I wonder if this is an error in my indirect measuresents of 
integratei dose, or whether our concepts of the sickness or the median 
lethal '13s e must be revised. (U 

4. The excessive fallout from CASTLE Brsvo shot indicates to me that, 
if EaytIir:g, the SX"I;S:-III;E estir;ates of the Strontium 90 uptake by human 
belogs is not exaggerated. Actually 5G:ZiJZ nay have underestisated the 
uptske by 8 factor of 2. This is true,unless Chicago had excessive fallout. 
I have written a memo to Cr. Libby .on this subject. A copy of this memo is 
inclosed for your reference. Dr. Budleg and Cr. sestern of your Oivision 
have indictited to me that the uptake of Sr90 by the Chicago hsbies reported 
in Jtrusry 1954 may have been due to fallout of fission products on plants. 
This cscfzmination adhered to the plants externally. Subsequently, COKS 
ingested the plants and thus received the %90 directly. Coa milk, cheese 
an2 .--eat then passed this on to the mothers. Even if this is true, it does 
not alter tbe fact that with a total available debris of 1.5 to 0.75 IJT of 
fi ssLc.3 Froducts, the Chicago ba equivalent of 4 b:T of fission 
products by SUIiSXIiE estifpbtes. 

5. I will continue to study and analyze the fallout primarily to assess 
its sili+&ry implications both from the defensive and offensive points of 
Vi&W. Eizzever, this problem of 
intimately to the world -Tide contszitation problem. 

6. T-his document classified y 
23b and 56, AFR 205-l. 

n accordance with paragraphs 

1 lncl 
fIe:o to Dr. Libby 

tt ‘i 
-*. ‘T. LlJLWIhl~ J&t Cal, USAF 
&tonic Operations Civision 
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